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What virtues can we offer the world?

• Focus on our “comparative advantage”
  1. Faith
  2. Hope
  3. Charity

• These are the virtues at the core of Catholicism

• These virtues are Good News for the world, and we should try to boldly live them out
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• In what ideas should we put our faith?
  – Christian doctrine and morals (good Faith)
  – Well-reasoned and well-tested theory; properly measured empirical realities (i.e., good reason)

• In what ideas should we be doubtful?
  – Our personal applications or interpretations of theories, doctrines, morals, empirics
  – Our –isms and politics
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Hope

We Christians’ ultimate hope is in God, not man

– Keep importance of research in perspective
– Cognizant of the fall of man
  • Virtue is important
  • Man’s virtue is limited
– God’s vision is far beyond our own
  • Trust in long term progress of our intellectual efforts
  • Intellectual patience
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